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The WorkForce Hub is a One-Stop Shop for the 
Employee Work Experience
With its mobile-first and responsive design across desktop, smart 
phone, and tablet, the WorkForce Hub is a personalised view into 
the employee’s work experience that allows users to show, hide, 
and arrange cards that align with how they work and operate 
within the solution on a day-to-day basis. Enabling self-service, 
employees can view schedules, bank balances, and a summary of 
recent timesheet entries. It also empowers employees to submit 
time off, clock in and clock out, and quickly identify potential 
issues with their time and attendance data so it can be addressed 
before it becomes a problem. The WorkForce Suite’s next-
generation, consumer-grade user experience was built with every 
generation of employee in mind.
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Unleashing the Future-Ready Workforce
Every organisation is unique. Every employee is unique. That 
uniqueness comes in many different forms—from leadership 
style to employee expertise and engagement, from products and 
services offered to customer support. Operational inefficiencies 
and administrative burdens can overwhelm and distract 
employees from what matters most and inhibit preparedness and 
agility when opportunity or disruption comes knocking—whether 
of epic proportion like a global pandemic or at a smaller scale like 
acquiring a new location in a region.

Forward-thinking from its inception with its modern approach 
to workforce management, the WorkForce Suite was built to 
embrace uniqueness and the evolution of an ever-changing 
workplace—from the first enterprise-ready rules-based 
approach to rapid adoption of emerging technologies like 
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning—unleashing 
a more productive, in-the-moment culture that welcomes 
change, boosts employee engagement, delights customers, and 
improves productivity and financial performance. Staying true to 
its roots, the WorkForce Suite has remained solely focused on 
delivering innovative and transformative best-of-breed workforce 
management solutions—including labour forecasting, optimised 
scheduling, time and attendance, and absence and leave 
management—for the complex enterprise.

“WorkForce Software provided us with the agility 
to respond to changing policies as it relates to the 
pandemic, allowing us to quickly implement new 
codes and policies to track COVID-19 cases.” 

Chris Reynolds, Manager, Global Payroll Services, Phillips 66



The WorkForce Assistant Clears Administrative 
Noise and Elevates the Employee Experience  
Embracing artificial intelligence, the WorkForce Assistant is a game-
changing digital assistant that leverages an urgency model to identify 
critical and actionable tasks and insights and surfaces them to the 
Assistant as something that needs immediate or very short-term 
attention like a no-show for a shift, last-minute schedule changes, 
unplanned overtime, and insufficient rests or breaks—accessible 
from anywhere in the application without navigating away from 
the current task at hand. This ensures that potential issues or 
opportunities are addressed when they matter most and leaves the 
rest for a time when it makes sense to address more administrative 
or non-urgent tasks. 

Further, the WorkForce Assistant can also boost employee 
engagement and help improve the overall work experience. For 
example, when certain conditions reveal themselves that may result 
in a negative work experience—such as working an extra-long shift 
to finish a project or working a lot of overtime over several days—the 
Assistant can issue a pulse survey to the employee to see how the 
employee feels about the circumstance and allow them to provide 
feedback on ideas for improvement. It can also be used to recognise 
employees for a job well done, such as an increase in average 
productivity or perfect attendance. This can be done either by issuing 
the manager a notification of the employee’s accomplishment, 
including some tips on how to recognise their contributions. 

Modern Cloud
The WorkForce Suite continually delivers innovation with its multi-
tenant, services-oriented architecture on a highly performant cloud 
platform to enable easier and faster deployments of emerging 
capabilities without time-consuming upgrades or downtime. 

Meet the WorkForce 
Suite Components
Read on to learn more about each component and how 
it can transform your workforce into one that is engaged, 
productive, and driving optimal financial performance.

Time and 
Attendance

Absence and Leave 
Management

Labour Forecasting

Scheduling

Data Capture

Universal 
Compliance

Employee Self-Service 
and Assistants

Employee Productivity 
and Labour Tracking

Data Analytics and 
Insights

HCM and ERP 
Integrations
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Time and Attendance
There’s more to effective workforce management than capturing 
‘in’ and ‘out’ punches. The concerns of complying with legislative 
and contractual requirements while maintaining—or improving—
operational efficiencies necessitates automation of everchanging 
rules to simplify compliance as well as access to granular labour 
data for strategic decision making across all employee groups and 
locations. With the ability to interact with HR, payroll, and other 
enterprise systems, the WorkForce Suite delivers mission-critical 
time and attendance capabilities while offering the flexibility to 
adapt to rapidly changing needs and market dynamics. 

Simplify and Prove Compliance
When it comes to compliance, today’s organisations can’t afford 
to take chances. Violations can result in expensive litigation, 
penalties, fines, and even brand damage. To simplify and 
prove compliance, the WorkForce Suite’s time and attendance 
capabilities include:

 y A comprehensive library of best practice templates for 
regulations and common rules found in organisations 
everywhere—big or small, local or global.

 y Every unique and complex rule is configured and automated 
without ineffective workarounds, custom scripts, or new 
product releases with the WorkForce Suite’s class-leading 
rules engine.

 y Proof of compliance with a complete audit trail of all 
interactions and changes within the system, including who, 
what, where, and when.

Reduce Costs and Improve Operational  
Efficiencies
Organisations need to focus on their core business to remain 
competitive. In order to maximise efficiencies, reducing 
time spent on administrative tasks and eliminating error-
prone processes is essential. The WorkForce Suite’s time and 
attendance can help:

 y Minimise payroll leakage and prevent time theft practices like 
overstatement of time worked, ‘buddy punching’, rounding 
errors, and more with accurate time capture options.
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 y Provide real-time visibility to all gross hour and, optionally, 
pay calculations, including overtime, shift premiums, special 
duties, incentives, and other unique policies.

 y Prevent unplanned overtime with proactive notifications 
that alert managers when employees are working outside 
of schedule.

Boost Employee Satisfaction
Acquiring and retaining top talent is mission critical to every 
organisation everywhere. Employees want to be treated fairly, feel 
valued, and have access to the information they need when and 
where they want it. The WorkForce Suite supports features that:

 y Provide proactive notifications that allow managers to review 
and address critical errors or issues as they occur to minimise 
downstream impacts on employees.

 y Empower employees to review and confirm their hours and 
gross pay before payroll is processed.

 y Promote fair work practices through automation for 
consistent application of policies across the entire workforce.

“We’ve been able to reduce our manual efforts 
with 1,000 fewer manual checks despite a 9% 
increase in total number of regular payments.”

Steve Nash, Payroll Manager, Oregon State University
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Absence and 
Leave Management
Although minimum time off and leave entitlements are often 
defined by legislation, there are frequently variations to these 
standards across collective bargaining agreements and contracts 
of employment. These nuances can introduce unique policies 
that are open to interpretation when it comes to eligibility rules, 
entitlements, and notice requirements—increasing complexity 
and administration of employee time off and leaves of absence, 
particularly for employers operating in multiple geographies. The 
WorkForce Suite simplifies all aspects of managing employee time 
off and leave with pre-built best practices and unprecedented 
flexibility to support unique policies.

Minimise Unearned Time Off  
HR departments often err on the side of caution when they are 
unable to confidently determine employee eligibility, leading 
to excessive and unearned time off. To standardise approvals 
and eliminate uncertainty, WorkForce’s absence and leave 
management can: 

 y Prior to submission, validate requests against available and 
projected balances in real-time accounting for prorations, 
carryovers, transfers, grandfather rules, planned usage, etc.

 y Eliminate data entry errors by posting approved time off 
to timesheets.

 y Provide insight and transparency when new entries or 
requests impact planned time off farther into the future.

 y Ensure consistent and accurate application of allowances for 
negative bank balances and unpaid time off.

Improve Operational Efficiencies  
The management of leave and accommodation requests is 
continually growing in complexity, which widens the margin of 
error and consumes valuable time. The WorkForce Suite supports 
features that: 

 y Provide a single source of truth for all leave and 
accommodation cases with pre-built best practices, including 
workflows and electronic document management.  

 y Empower employees with self-service capabilities for visibility 
into eligibility, workflows, approvals, documentation, and 
projected balances. 

 y Reduce errors and prevent or flag the submission of invalid 
requests or approvals that don’t meet pre-defined criteria.
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Mitigate Compliance Risks 
Non-compliance with time off and leave policies can result in 
heavy fines, back pay of loss wages, and an impact on brand 
equity. As existing standards evolve and new policies go into 
effect, rules can easily be adapted to meet requirements without 
employing inefficient workarounds or waiting for costly upgrades. 
The WorkForce Suite’s absence and leave capabilities include: 

 y Pre-built best practices to simplify compliance for legislative 
standards and common variations with best practice rule 
templates. 

 y Ability to easily adapt rules to meet more generous benefits 
or to coordinate overlapping and/or unique requirements for 
accurate and consistent application of all time off and leave 
policies. 

 y In the event of complaint or audit, ability to demonstrate 
compliance with detailed documentation and a complete 
audit trail of transactions. 

“[WorkForce Absence and Leave Management] 
tracks intermittent leave hours with precision 
and provides real-time reporting into how these 
absences affect an employee’s accrual balances 
and work schedule.”

Kristi Corral, Payroll Manager, City of Roseville, California
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Labour Forecasting
Intelligently forecasting business performance to generate labour 
demand is critical to the success of any organisation with variable 
business volumes such as consumer demand, delivery schedules, 
sales orders, foot traffic, service-level agreements, and more.

Workforce Maximised, Labour Costs Reduced 
The WorkForce Suite’s labour forecasting capabilities are highly 
configurable and flexible, allowing organisations to predict 
demand down to increments as low as 5 minutes and support 
various business driver combinations. Predicting demand to such 
a granular level enables an organisation to accurately determine 
the number of employees required for each task at any given 
time on any given day throughout the year to achieve goals, meet 
customer expectations, and maximise productivity while avoiding: 

 y Overstaffing which not only results in unnecessary labour 
costs, but also idle and disengaged employees, which can lead 
to poor customer service.  

 y Understaffing that can hinder an organisation’s ability 
to satisfy customer demand, increase the likelihood of 
mistakes, and diminish productivity, resulting in missed 
growth opportunity.

Accounting for Unique Circumstances—No 
Problem 
Labour demand can be impacted by both internal and external 
influences, such as sales, promotions, weather, events, and more. 
The WorkForce Suite leverages machine learning to not only 
account for historical data, but to also look at current trends and 
data to identify anomalies or new patterns that can impact the 
labour forecast and support ongoing refinement. Harnessing this 
data helps an organisation be prepared for changing and unique 
business needs, including:

 y Seasonal fluctuations where labour demand may be higher 
and act as an indicator that seasonal or temporary help may 
be required. 

 y Higher demand during sales or other promotions while 
accounting for slower than normal business on the days 
immediately before and after the event.  

 y Third-party events that are out of the business’s control but impact 
the business on any given day or even throughout the event. 

“If you put a well-trained employee in front of 
customers, you get more sales…We’re producing 
schedules that get employees in front of customers 
at the right time.”

Mike Chester, VP Store Operations, Corelle Brands
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Scheduling
To remain competitive and keep employees engaged, successful 
organisations must balance business-centric needs, such as 
cost and productivity, with employee-centric needs, such as 
work preferences and availability. A one-size-fits-all approach 
to scheduling simply won’t cut it—especially when labour 
requirements vary widely between geographies, lines of 
business, locations, and departments which, in many cases, lead 
to varying manual processes or disparate scheduling systems 
across the enterprise. The WorkForce Suite allows multi-faceted 
organisations to use a single platform for all their scheduling 
needs by offering flexible options to address predictable to highly 
variable requirements.

Simplicity Plus Flexibility
For those areas of the business where employees work consistent 
work patterns and typically work in the same job or jobs on a 
recurring basis with very little variability in the demands of their 
work experience, you need a solution that gives the employees 
the consistency they desire and the flexibility to adjust when 
needed. The WorkForce Suite provides features to easily create 
and assign predictable schedules that enable valuable insights, 
validate work hours, maintain compliance with attendance 
policies, and promote flexibility when possible, including the 
ability to:

 y Build schedule templates and shift patterns at any interval for 
any shift, including those that cross midnight, and assign them 
to employees in perpetuity or with effective dates.

 y Assign each shift one or more tasks at specific times 
throughout the day as well as breaks and meal periods. 

 y Validate schedules against actual time to help control costs 
with proactive alerts when employees might fall into an 
overtime situation.

 y Leverage the dynamic and responsive schedule editor to 
make one-time adjustments to start and stop times, meals, 
breaks, and tasks when unique situations arise—planned or 
unplanned.  

 y Put more control in the hands of employees to reconcile 
personal and professional obligations by publishing fair and 
predictive schedules and supporting employee-initiated shift 
swaps with manager approval.

“Our managers have more time to focus on 
improving the productivity of their store and 
mentoring their staff, and they have more access 
to data that allows them to make strategic 
decisions on how to run their shops.”

Louisa Woodward, Senior Productivity Manager, 
Ladbrokes Coral Group
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Compliant Scheduling 
In some environments, it is essential that employees have the right 
skills and meet fitness-for-duty criteria in order to perform required 
job functions and match quality and safety standards. With the 
WorkForce Suite, schedules can be automatically created to:

 y Meet training and certification requirements by placing only 
qualified employees in positions that require specific skills and 
proficiencies. 

 y Prioritise employee safety by accounting for defined work 
hour limits and required rest periods to ensure employees 
are not at risk of fatigue, which can lead to errors or burnout. 

 y Maintain capacity limits while maximising productivity by 
accounting for minimum and maximum capability and 
capacity requirements for each facility, department, or 
product line while accounting for variable labour demand.

Optimisation of Schedules for Better Business 
Outcomes 
Balancing employee preferences with business needs and 
demands can be a daunting task, especially in environments 
where business volumes vary across the business. With the 
WorkForce Suite, organisations can automatically create the 
perfect schedule by:  

 y Leveraging forecasted labour demand to enable a more 
flexible staffing model while still giving employees fair and 
predictive schedules. 

 y Assessing millions of potential schedule combinations to find 
the options that strike the right balance between employee 
preferences, business demand, and available budget. 

 y Maximising productivity and performance with multi-task 
shifts that allow for re-distribution of staff to secondary job 
functions during idle times in their primary role.

 y Effectively planning breaks to avoid missed opportunities 
during peak hours while maintaining compliance with 
legislative and contractual requirements. 

 y Promoting knowledge transfer by placing top performers 
alongside those less experienced during slower 
periods for accelerated growth and capacity for a high-
performing workforce.
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Data Capture
Outdated and error-prone time tracking practices can cost 
organisations millions in inflated payroll, lost productivity, 
penalty payments, and wasted resources. By replacing manual 
processes and legacy systems with accurate and automated 
data capture capabilities, today’s organisations can realise 
considerable financial benefits, improve productivity, and 
make smarter business decisions surrounding operations 
and compliance. Paired with the WorkForce Suite’s time and 
attendance capabilities, WorkForce time clocks address the 
problems surrounding inaccurate data capture with an array of 
flexible options to meet the needs of any employee type and work 
environment with:

 y Time clocks that have been designed for continuous use 
in high-traffic environments with options for self-service, 
capturing labour data, biometric and badge validation, 
and more.

 y Online and mobile options to enable accurate data capture 
for field or remote workers, without the need for cumbersome 
hardware devices, with options to confirm whether the 
employee is working at an authorised location.

 y Phone entry—whether voice or SMS—is ideal for locations 
that can’t support a hardware device and/or where 
broadband access is limited.
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Universal Compliance
When it comes to workforce management, an organisation’s 
compliance concerns extend beyond regulatory compliance to 
include union and collective bargaining agreements, industry 
standards, corporate policies, health and safety rules, and 
security concerns. With every new layer, the degree of uniqueness 
for each organisation multiplies. With established best practices 
and a future-ready approach, the WorkForce Suite has you 
covered for every labour law or agreement—whether global or 
local, legislative or contractual, industry or corporate. Here is a 
small selection of key legislative and contractual requirements 
supported globally:

 y Working Time Directive and General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) in Europe

 y National Employment Standards (NES) and industry and 
occupation awards in Australia 

 y Employment Relations Act (ERA) in New Zealand 

 y Canada Labour Code in Canada

 y Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), Federal Labour Standards 
Act (FLSA), Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and 
Affordable Care Act (ACA) in the United States

 y Fair and predictive scheduling laws and guidelines

 y Country, state, provincial, and local legislation

 y Union, collective, and enterprise agreements

Employee Self Service 
and Assistants
Competing to attract and retain top talent isn’t just about who 
pays the most. Today’s employees are looking to work for 
organisations that value their contributions, recognise that they 
have external obligations and interests, and provide transparency 
and flexibility. With its breakthrough employee experience, the 
WorkForce Suite helps drive employee engagement with greater 
transparency and access to self-service tools and AI-enabled 
digital assistants that support integration of employees’ work and 
personal lives, including:
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 y Greater visibility into schedules, work hours, gross pay, 
available and projected time-off balances.

 y Collaborative and flexible schedules that allow employees to 
designate times they are not available to work extra hours, 
make allowed shift swaps, and manage flexible schedules 
while maintaining coverage.

 y Time off and leave planning with visibility into automated 
accruals and projected future balances and requests 
that validate eligibility and enforce rules such as required 
documentation and approval workflows.

Employee Productivity and 
Labour Tracking
Several factors can impact an employee’s productivity—from 
inefficient processes and tools to employee development or 
engagement opportunities. In some cases, the root cause is 
obvious, such as processing manual timesheets, but for others 
it may require a more in-depth view of how an organisation 
is functioning to identify emerging trends, best practices, 
development opportunities, and operational inefficiencies. The 
WorkForce Suite empowers organisations to harness detailed 
labour data to provide valuable and actionable insights that 
support strategic decision making, maximise productivity, and 
minimise distractions.

 y Clears administrative noise with AI-enabled digital assistants by 
using predictive and proactive alerts for critical or urgent items 
that need immediate attention and streamlining approvals 
and payroll processing with a formula-driven rules engine that 
automates even the most unique or complex rules.

 y Unlimited labour costing fields with automatic default labour 
allocation and the ability to make one-off changes to ease the 
data capture burden while supporting granular reporting and 
analytics for strategic decision making.

 y Capturing or importing productivity data, such as units 
produced or processes, sales achieved, tips earned, 
customers served, and more for individuals or a group to 
measure productivity against established benchmarks and 
pay productivity incentives, including support for escalators 
for tiered programs.
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Data Analytics and Insights
Every organisation is unique in how they manage their workforce, 
and they need reporting that reflects their uniqueness. With the 
WorkForce Suite, organisations can report on what they want, 
when they need it with: 

 y Key performance indicators that provide at-a-glance insights 
into real-time labour metrics to enable strategic decision 
making and identify areas of improvement.

 y Pre-built, yet flexible reporting with a comprehensive library 
of commonly requested reports with the flexibility to filter and 
sort data to reflect the user’s needs.

 y Actionable analytics with interactive data views that allow 
users to incorporate graphs and dynamically change 
hierarchies, granularity, and filters to support executive and 
operational reporting needs.

 y Ability to leverage existing reporting strategies to streamline data 
feeds to a data warehouse and in-house business intelligence 
tools to connect and correlate enterprise data assets.   

HCM and ERP Integrations
Organisations often sacrifice functionality for convenience when 
it comes to all-in-one Human Capital Management (HCM) or 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) solutions. With the WorkForce 
Suite’s modern integration platform, you can easily share data 
across business-critical solutions and enable a seamless user 
experience—all while providing a class-leading approach to 
workforce management. Options for integration include:

 y RESTful APIs, SOAP APIs, and file-based interfaces using 
popular formats such as CSV and XML.

 y Standard integration with leading HCM and ERP solutions with 
ability to embed the Suite within 3rd party systems.

 y Integration with Single Sign On and Single Log Out software as 
well as compatibility with multi-factor authentication.

“This project was part of a larger, ever-changing 
project moving from on-premise to the cloud, 
which meant our integration points with other 
systems were also changing at the same time. 
The WorkForce Software architecture allowed us 
to plan for future state integration.”

Chris Reynolds, Manager, Global Payroll Services, Phillips 66
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About WorkForce Software 
We empower our customers to follow their own path. Built on 20 years of workforce management 

innovation including absence and leave management, the WorkForce Suite adapts to your 

organisation, delivering a breakthrough employee experience in the cloud—no matter how unique 

your pay rules, labour regulations, schedules, and employee self-service needs are. Enterprise 

grade and future-ready, WorkForce removes the noise from your manager’s busy day, protects your 

organisation against compliance risks, provides leadership with strategic business insights, and 

delivers real employee engagement at the time and place work happens. Whether your employees 

are global, unionised, full-time, part-time, mobile, or seasonal, we make managing your workforce 

easy, less costly, and more rewarding for everyone.

To learn more about how the WorkForce Suite can help your 
organisation cut labour costs and gain access to actionable metrics, 
organisation-wide, visit  www.WorkForceSoftware.com/uk
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